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Abstract
Magnetic and magnetocaloric effect of Ni-rich Ni52Mn34Sn14 (Ni-Mn-Sn) and Ni54Mn17Ga29
(Ni-Mn-Ga) Heusler alloys have been investigated up to a magnetic field of 5T and within a
temperature range of 4.2 – 325 K. In this study, we report a systematic comparison between
Ni-rich Ni52Mn34Sn14 and Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloys in the light of their magnetocaloric effect
(MCE). In both the samples, a large magnetic entropy change was observed (~96 J kg-1 K-1
for Ni-Mn-Ga), but for the alloy Ni-Mn-Sn the MCE becomes negative/inverse. From
various magnetic measurements it have been observed that in Ni-Mn-Sn alloy the martensite
to austenite transition accompanied by lower to higher magnetization whereas for Ni-Mn-Ga
alloy reverse situation occurred. The different type of magnetocaloric effect, i.e. inverse and
direct can be explained by considering magneto-crystalline anisotropy and different state of
magnetization of the martensite and austenite phase of the alloys.
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1. Introduction
During last few years the area of research in ferromagnetic shape memory alloys
(FSMAs) have been attracted immense attention due to its multifunctional properties such
as magnetic shape memory effect [1], large magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [2,3], giant
magnetoresistance [4,5], etc. The alloys with composition Gd-Si-Ge, Ni-Mn-Z (Z=Ga, Al,
In, Sn, Sb), La-Fe-Si and Mn-Fe-P-As are very useful in this field of study [1-8]. Offstoichiometric composition of Ni-Mn-Z (Z=In, Sn, Sb) Heusler alloys are the most studied
magnetocaloric materials among the FSMAs as they show large magnetic entropy change
due to magnetic and magneto-structural transitions [9]. These alloys show a positive value
of temperature derivative of magnetization near the structural transition temperature, as a
result of which isothermal magnetic entropy change (ΔSM) becomes positive and adiabatic
temperature change (ΔTad) gets negative value. So the samples cool down when an
external magnetic field applied adiabatically (known as inverse MCE). Some Heusler
alloys such as Ni-Fe-Ga, Ni-Mn-Ga shows shape memory effect as well as large
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magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [10,11]. The temperature derivative of magnetization of
these alloys is negative as in the case of regular ferromagnetic materials. Therefore from
the thermodynamic formulation isothermal magnetic entropy change (ΔSM) becomes
negative and adiabatic temperature change (ΔT ad) gets positive. The samples get heated
when an external magnetic field applied adiabatically (known as conventional/direct
MCE).
During heating both stoichometric and off-stoichometric compounds with
composition close to Ni2MnGa undergo a first–order structural transition from martensite
phase (tetragonal structure) to austenite phase (cubic structure) and the reverse process
occurs on cooling [12,13]. This structural transition brings about fundamental differences
in the magnetic properties of low-temperature martensite and high-temperature austenite
state, causing an abrupt change in magnetization. There may be different possible
martensite structures such as non-modulated (termed as NM), five layer modulated (10
M), seven layer modulated (14 M) as well as six-layer modulated martensite [14]. The
structural and magnetic phase transitions in these alloys can be tuned by varying the
composition of the alloys. Most of the functional properties of these alloys are associated
with the magneto-structural transition from high temperature austenite to energetically
favorable low temperature martensite phase [1-5] which is an important property of these
alloys. By varying composition or by substituting suitable atoms in the place of Ni, Mn or
Z atoms the structural instability associated with the field-induced first order structural
transition can also be tuned in these alloys. In stoichiometric Heusler structure, Ni atoms
occupy the octahedral (0, 0, 0) and (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) sites. Mn and Z (= Ga, Sn) atoms
occupy the (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) tetrahedral sites respectively [15]. In case of
off-stoichiometric Mn rich Heusler alloys, excess Mn atoms occupy the regular Ni, Z or
both Ni and Z sites depending on the compositions. These excess Mn atoms in the Ni sites
behave ferromagnetically, which lowers the martensitic transition temperature (TM), but
Mn atoms in the Z sites couple antiferromagnetically to the nearest Mn atoms in the
regular Mn sites. This in turn shifts the structural transition to the higher temperatures. As
the slope of the structural transition becomes sharper, MCE increases abruptly.
In our earlier work we reported large value of inverse magnetocaloric effect and
magnetoresistance in Ni-rich Ni52Mn34Sn14 polycrystalline alloy [16]. In the present work,
nickel-rich Ni54Mn17Ga29 polycrystalline alloy was prepared and studied to understand the
effect of substituting Mn with Ni on the structural and magnetic transition. Also we report
a large magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in Ni54Mn17Ga29 Heusler alloy in the vicinity of its
magneto-structural transition. Magnetic properties of those samples have also been
investigated in details to explain and compare the different type of state of magnetization
and magnetocrystalline anisotropy in martensite and austenite phase.
2. Experimental
The Ni54Mn17Ga29 Heusler alloy was prepared by conventional arc melting technique in a
4N purity Argon atmosphere. The obtained ingot was wrapped with a Ta foil and
homogenized in a highly evacuated sealed quartz ampoule at 1173 K. After 24 h of
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annealing, the ampoule was quenched in ice water. The nominal composition was checked
by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). To characterize the crystallographic phase of
the sample X-ray diffraction pattern was carried out using CuKα radiation as depicted in
Fig. 1. At room temperature the sample was found to be completely cubic-austenite phase.
The structural transition temperatures were estimated from differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) measurement. Magnetic measurements were performed using a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer up to 5T magnetic
fields.

Fig. 1. Powder x-ray diffraction pattern of Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloy at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows powder x-ray diffraction pattern of the alloy Ni54Mn17Ga29 at room
temperature. The sample shows cubic L21 (space group Fm3m) structure at room
temperature which is similar as reported for Ni52Mn34Sn14 alloy [16]. Magnetization vs
temperature curves of sample Ni54Mn17Ga29 have been shown in Fig. 2. On cooling, a
ferromagnetic transition takes place at the Curie temperature T C = 301 K with a sudden
large increase in magnetization. A sharp downward jump occurs at a temperature of 277 K
indicating the start of martensitic transformation from austenite to martensite phase. On
further cooling, again an abrupt increase of magnetization is observed around a
temperature of 199 K revealing another distinct structural transformation called
intermartensitic transformation.
The latter transformation is usually observed in alloys with T M near or higher than
room temperature and is found to be a first-order phase transformation between
martensites with different structures at temperatures lower than T M. In the similar fashion
as calculated for the other sample [16] the austenitic transition is given by, TA = (As+Af)/2
= 292 K and for martensitic transition, T M = (Ms+Mf)/2 = 288K. For Ni54Mn17Ga29, the
two transition temperatures (martensitic transformation temperatures and ferro-para Curie
temperature TC) almost coincide with each other. The increase of TM in these Ni-Mn-Ga
alloys with nickel content is attributable to the increase in electron concentration e/a due
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to the Hume-Rothery mechanism [17]. The e/a value of the alloy have been calculated
with 10 valence electrons per atom for Ni, 7 for Mn, and 3 for Ga and it is found to be
7.46, which is also consistent with the increase of TM as reported by other researchers
[18]. The lowering of TC of the sample is due to the dilution of magnetic moment located
on Mn atoms [17,19].

Fig. 2. Thermomagnetic curves in ZFC condition under 100 Oe magnetic fields and DSC curves
(inset) for Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloy.

In our previous reported work, from thermomagnetic curves in ZFC condition it was
observed that the sample Ni52Mn34Sn14 undergoes martensite-austenite structural transition
near 220 K on heating and reverse transition on cooling near 205 K along with ferro-para
magnetic transition at TC=305 K (Curie temperature). The martensite to austenite
transition’s starting and end temperatures are found at 220K (As) and 235 K (Af)
respectively. The reverse transition i.e. martensite start begins at M s= 220 K and ends at
Mf = 205 K. Accordingly, the temperature of austenitic transition is given by, TA =
(As+Af)/2 = 227.5 K and for martensitic transition, TM = (Ms+Mf)/2 = 212.5K. We could
not observe the TC from M vs T data for the sample as ferro-para curie transition (TC) is
far from room temperature which is beyond of our range of measurement. The martensiteaustenite transition temperature of our sample is much lower than the reported value of
Ni50Mn36Sn14 alloy [20]. This is due to the addition of extra Ni atoms in the regular Mn
sites. In off-stoichiometric Heusler structure the Mn atoms in regular Mn site interact antiferromagnetically with the excess Mn atoms in the Sn site. This AFM interaction
stabilizes the martensite phase to a higher temperature. It is well known that Ni, Co or Fe
substitution in Mn site enhances the ferromagnetic exchange interaction and diminishes
antiferromagnetic coupling between Mn atoms in regular Mn sites and Mn atoms in Sn
sites in both the martensite and austenite phase, which in turns decreases the T M. This
supports the lower value of martensite-austenite transition temperature in our sample with
respect to Ni50Mn36Sn14 alloy. However it is believed that the martensitic transition T M
increases with the increase of the valance electron concentration (e/a), but recent reports
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showed that it actually depends on the hybridization of 3d states of Ni and Mn. Ye et. al.
[21] suggested for Ni2Mn1+xSn1-x alloys that a strong hybridization exists between Ni 3d
states and 3d states of Mn at the non-magnetic Sn site. It is demonstrated that after the
establishment of hybridization, any change in Ni or Mn content is responsible for
weakening of the hybridization [18]. This is responsible for the decrease of T M.

Fig. 3. ZFC thermomagnetic curves for Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloy in the presence of 0.1 T, 2T and 5T
magnetic field.

The magnetization vs temperature curves for the sample Ni54Mn17Ga29 from 100 K to
350 K at different magnetic fields of 0.1T, 2T, and 5T are shown in Fig. 3. All the
magnetic iso-field curves are similar in nature. Throughout the applied magnetic field
which is relatively high the martensite to austenite transition was accompanied by higher
to lower magnetization whereas reverse situation observed for low magnetic field (Fig. 2).
The saturation magnetization in the martensite phase is obtained by much higher magnetic
field compared to austenite phase because of the large magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constant [22]. Hence in the austenite phase the moment saturated in relatively low field
but for the other phase it is not saturated, consequently the martensite to austenite
transition accompanied by higher to lower magnetization which results a negative value of
temperature derivative of magnetization in contrary to Ni52Mn34Sn14 alloy [16].
From the magnetization vs temperature curves for the sample Ni52Mn34Sn14 at
different magnetic fields of 1T, 2T, 3T, 4T, and 5T it have been observed that all the
magnetic iso-field curves are similar in nature [16]. Throughout the applied magnetic field
the martensite to austenite transition was accompanied by lower to higher magnetization
which results a positive value of temperature derivative of magnetization and
consequently inverse MCE obtained as ΔS becomes positive. It is also observed that the
transition point shifts towards the lower temperatures as we go towards the higher field
curves. Field-induced first order magneto-structural transition (FOMST) is evident from
the shift of transition points towards the lower temperatures with the increasing magnetic
fields. The shift in transition temperature per applied fields was calculated as ∆T/∆H ≈
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1K/T. From the magnetic isotherms (M vs H) of the sample a large ∆S M ≈ - 8 J kg-1 K-1
obtained at 225 K (very close to TM) using the Maxwell’s thermodynamic equation [4]
under the applied magnetic fields of 3T which has also been reported. The hysteresis
behavior observed within the temperatures from 223 to 232 K. The thermal hysteresis due
to structural transition coupled with the magnetic domains of the sample. This is
responsible for this type of hysteretic nature. The value of saturation magnetizations
difference between martensitic and austenite state (∆M = MMartensitic – MAustenite) is also
increased with increasing Ni content. A large difference in saturation magnetization
between two successive magnetic isotherms can be observed for the alloy which is
responsible for the larger inverse magnetocaloric effect in Ni 52Mn34Sn14 with respect to
Ni50-xMn36+xSn14 alloys.
At both the structural states (martensite and austenite) excess Ni atoms increase the
Ni-Mn and Mn-Mn ferromagnetic exchange interaction. The Mn-excess and Mn atoms
interact ferromagnetically at the austenite state and antiferromagnetically at the martensite
state [23,24], which probably causes a large difference in saturation magnetization (∆M)
between the two states. As we know for first-order magnetic phase transitions the
magnetic Clausius–Clapeyron equation is also valid and to estimate entropy change one
can use it. We have also estimated the ∆SM from Clasius-Clapeyron equation (eq. 1) [25].
ΔH/ΔT= - ΔSM/ΔM
(1)
Where ΔM = MMartensite− MAustenite and ΔH/ΔT is the average temperature shift of the
transition point with increasing field. A much higher value of ΔSM (≈18 J/kg K) was
derived with ΔH/ΔT ≈1TK-1 and ΔM ≈18 emu g−1 at H = 3T by using Clasius-Clapeyron
equation [16].
Magnetic isotherms of the sample Ni54Mn17Ga29 around their magnetic and structural
transition temperatures were measured at 0.5 K temperature intervals within the
temperature range from 287 K to 292 K and up to a maximum magnetic field of 5T shown
in Fig. 4. The change in magnetic entropy (ΔSM) due to a field change of 0 – 5T has been
calculated from these curves using the Maxwell’s thermodynamic relations in similar way.

Fig. 4. Magnetic isotherms for Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloy from 287 K to 292 K at the interval of 0.5 K.
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Large change in magnetization with temperature along with significant hysteresis
effect is observed within 290 K and 292 K. Maximum value of ΔSM calculated using
Maxwell’s equation are found to be -96 J kg-1 K-1 at 290.75 K with ∆T=0.5 K. Large
change in ΔSM (-86 J kg-1 K-1) in single crystals of Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys was also
reported earlier [24]. In Ni54Mn17Ga29 both TC and TM are very close to each other [Fig. 2]
which may be responsible for large change in ΔSM. Metamagnetic like transition along
with large hysteresis observed in M vs H curves of this sample is perhaps due to fieldinduced transitions from paramagnetic austenite to ferromagnetic martensite. Large
change in ΔSM shown by the same alloy is caused by the combination of martensitic and
magnetic transitions [26]. Isothermal magnetic entropy change (ΔSM) has also been
estimated from Fig. 3 using Clausius-Clapeyron equation. In Fig. 3, with dH/dT~1.17 T/K
and ΔM~18 emu g-1 at H=0.1T, ΔSM was found to be around -21 J kg-1 K-1, much less than
that calculated from Fig. 4. The cause of the discrepancy may be due to the error in both
the methods of calculation [25].
4. Conclusion
We have discussed the conventional and inverse MCE in nickel rich Ni54Mn17Ga29 and
Ni52Mn34Sn14 Heusler alloy. Both the alloys showed large MCE. The coincidence of
martensite-austenite structural transition temperature and the ferro-paramagnetic transition
temperature may be an important criterion for enhancement of MCE as observed in
Ni54Mn17Ga29 alloy. For the alloy Ni52Mn34Sn14 large inverse MCE has been observed in
the vicinity of FOMST. The enhanced ferromagnetic exchange interaction due to addition
of excess nickel has been observed in this alloy. Proper substitution in Ni, Mn or Z site
can produce large inverse magnetocaloric effect which may be used in the magnetic
refrigerators with a fine tuning in FOMST.
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